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Campus reacts to Simmons' life sentence
BY COLLBBN SCHORN

senior writer

EVTN SHO AJVjmtor jtoKfnefer
Harrisonburg mayot Larry M.
Rogers apeak* on leadership.

Mayor:
'It's
about
people'

JMU
alumnus
Brent
Simmons was given a life
sentence without the chance
of parole after numerous witnesses testified regarding his
character and the life of his
two victims. The jury convicted him last Monday on
one count of interstate stalking and two counts of using a
firearm in a murder.
Opinions regarding the
case and the sentencing vary

around JMU.
Senior Anin Shroff said the
murders were "cold-blooded"
but he was undecided on the
sentencing.
"1 can understand how the
death penalty would be the
worse sentence," Shroff said.
"But 1 also think that getting
a life sentence would set an
example to other criminals."
He said because of the
gangs and violence in jails,
it probably would be worse
for Simmons to have a life
sentence.

Junior Brian Coy said that
he has been reading about the
case but it hasn't really affected him
"I don't know if it touches
me any more than any other
murder," Coy said. "It doesn't
provoke my interest any more
or any less."
Coy added that he has faith
in our legal system for putting
a murderer in prison.
Senior Ricardo Pineres
does not support the death
penalty and said it "is not
a cruel enough punishment

because he should have to sit
in a cell and think about the
murders."
Pineres said he is a staunch
opponent of the death penalty,
and he is glad Simmons was
given a life sentence instead.
Senior Evan Bolick said,
"Even though we think that
we SH i" J MH tad intelligent
community, a case like this
shows you that anything can
happen."
He said that he has
followed the case because
he was "hoping that justice

Students
able to
navigate
sky

BY EMILY ROUNDY

contributing writer
The mayor of Harrisonburg
named many elements of a
good leader, but centered his
discussion on people skills.
"People skills. Thaf s what it's
all about — it's about people,"
Mayor Larry M. Rogers said
Thursday evening in the College
Center during his program. 'The
Road to Leadership." The program was a Wellneas Passport
event sponsored by the office of
the associate vice president of
student affairs for multicultural
awareness and student health.
"This is (he first event that
we've solely sponsored in
quite some time," said Zebulun
Davenport, associate vice president of multicultural awarenew and student health.
The mayor spoke about his
background and how it contributed to his achievements. Rogers
also said hit goals In life were to
escape his small hometown and
become a professional football
player Rogers said during his college career a teacher opened his
eyes to(he fact that he had a mind
to exercise and use hwirtas his
body.
The newly graduated Rogers
approached Hamsonburg officials
in the hopes of beginning a group
for children to go to after school,
m 1991 he was successful in being
elected to the city counciL He went
on to begin his group, "Your Plaoe
After School" which imslstcd of
36 student*. Today, the group is
called "Boys and Girb dub" and
includes 700 students.
Rogers became mayor of
Harrisonburg in 2004, which made
him the first African-American
mayor of Harrisonburg. Rogers
cited the city is about 95 percent
Caucasian. Harrisonburg is about
94 percent Republican, while
Rogers is a Democrat.
The mayor said he may
aspire to head for Washingtoa
DC, in the future.
Tm a public servant and I
like being a public servant —

BY SHARON SCHIFF

assistant news editor

EVTN SHOAPstmor fluuiraplia
The National Outdoor Leadership School***

sd bus runs on the renewable energy of the sun and vegetable oh".

The power of veggies
Environmentally sound bus rolls through campus
BY RACHANA DIXIT

senior writer

Learning about the outdoors, celebrating leadership and being environmentally
conscious were the purposes behind the
National Outdoor Leadership School's
(NOLS) vegetable oil- and solai^powered
bus that rolled into JMU Friday morning.
The bus uses renewable energy instead
of petroleum, refueling at restaurants wherever used vegetable oil is readily available.
The solar panels provide power for auxiliary electronics, such as audio/visual equipment, lights and computers. The bus also
contains a rock climbing wall on its aide.
The NOLS on the Road: Finding
Tomorrow's Leaders bus tour has been
traveling around the country since
August, attempting to bring environmental awareness to different communities. The tour is sponsored by Silk, the
makers of organic soy milk.

The idea of powering vehicles through
renewable sources such as vegetable oil
Is not entirely new. The diesel engine
originally was designed to be powered by
peanut oil. Bruce Palmer, the director of
admission and marketing for NOLS, said
that vegetable oil has many benefits, such
as burning in an enviionmenrally sound
way and using it as a waste product being
recycled. "We found [the bus] to be a fairly
effective project," Palmer said.
Many of the tour stops since August
have been at universities.
"We're trying to bring elements of a
NOLS education to college campuses,"
Palmer said. College campuses also have
had positive reactions to the bus and alternative energy projects. Matthew Copeland.
a marketing supervisor on the tour, said,
'The best stops we found have been college campuses." Copeland emphasized
the importance of JMU because of the location in the Shenandoah Mountain*

Ashley Lewis, a marketing representative for NOLS, who also is participating in the tour, said that this is the first
time NOLS has done any promotional
work; however, it has been advocating
the use of alternative energy.
"People tend to want to protect
the places they live," Lewis said. She
learned about NOLS through a summer
camp she attended, and ended up
taking one for a month. "If s such a great
experience," Lewis said.
The NOLS tour will go on until June,
having completed its trek around me nation
Its next stop will be Charlottesville. continuing around Vrnnriia until heading north to
Princeton, N.J. Future plans have not been
determined alua diisyear'gtourencl*; however, there is talk about converting other
buses to be powered by vegetable oil.
More information on the bus and additional events can be found online at mmi
wsusketu

Veterans give debate team advice on draft
experienced the draft.
"The veterans had a lot to
say because they have lived
The JMU debate team vis- through a draft," said senior
ited with Sunnyside's Veterans Piero Mannino, who is in his
Association on Thursday to pre- fourth year on the debate team.
The veterans discussed
pare for their competition and
receive feedback on their argu- how America's youth should
ments. Teams at the 2005 James feel inclined to serve the
Madison
Commemorative country as a patriotic duty,
Debate and Citizen Forum Mannino said.
"Their feedback made me
will debate whether or not the
United States should reinstate rethink my (opinion] on the
a draft for compulsory military issue," Mannino said. "I can
understand their perspective."
service.
Most of the veterans were
In addition to practicing
tiieir arguments, the debaters in favor of a draft and military
had the unique opportunity to service because of their own
hear advice from those who experiences, Jenkins said.
BY KATIE O'DOWD

staff writer

I

would be met for someone
who has committed such an
atrocious act."
"But it wasn't," Bolick
said.
"When you are callous
enough to premeditate the
killing of two other people
then the only thing you probably would regret is getting
caught and dying yourself,"
Bolick said.
Junior Erin Magnuson
said, "I think he should have
been given the death penalty
— a life for a life."

1

"It is valuable to get other
perspectives," Jenkins said. "It
really got people interested (in
the Issue]."
The two members of the
debate team who will compete in the forum presented
both sides of the issue to the
Veterans Association They
won't know which side they
will be debating until the
competition.
"The feedback was really
positive," said Eric Jenkins,
professor in the school of communication studies and assistant director of the debate team.
Kt DEBATE, ptfxi

AMY PATERSON/jAoM «**»
Sophomore John Magnottl and senior Plero Mannino
answer question, voiced by the SunnysMe Veterans
group In preparation for an upcoming debate.

Observing an aerial view
of campus while flying over
JMU explains just one of the
experiences
two students
acquired during an introductory flying lesson at the
Shenandoah Aviation Center.
Tom Osinkosky, manager of
Shenandoah Aviation Center in
Weyers Cave, said a first-time
flying experience should give
you a realistic feeling of what it
Is like to be a pilot.
"|The lesson] shouldn't just
simply be an air ride; the person should have their hands on
the controls," Osinkosky said.
"It introduces what its like to
actually pilot an airplane."
He said flying is a good
way to gain self-confidence and
a sense of pride.
"It gives people a feeling of self-worth. They have
accomplished something that
many people haven't done,"
Osinkosky said. "There are
people that simply want to fly
for the challenge and responsibility — it's something different, but not for everyone."
Senior Brian McCinty and
junior Beth Chenoweth took
the introductory flying lesson
at the beginning of this semester, and currently are enrolled
in the ground school offered by
the center.
The ground school is a
seven-week class that meets
once a week for three hours and
prepares students for a written
exam, one of the required components to receive a private
pilot license. Both McCinty and
Chenoweth are planning to get
their private pilot license.
McCinty said he spends
about six hours a week at
the airport and an additional
three hours for the class. He
hopes to complete the program by April.
"I would say if you are interested, it is a great program, and
they really get involved with
people on an individual basis,"
McCinty said.
Chenoweth recalls her introductory flying lesson. "The
instructor told me to fly up 1-81
... We flew over D-hall. It was
a really cool view from up high
to see the new stadium and
everything," Chenoweth said.
"The lesson was the best experience of my life by far, and it
was something that I didn't
realize how much I'd like it."
Chenoweth said the introductory flight lesson is a great idea
because there is no commitment.
"If you are even thinking about
doing it just try it — it can't
hurt," she said.
For more information on
Shenandoah Aviation Center,
visit www SASpilolxom.
■i
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Events Calendar

Contact Us

Monday, Feb. 21
Alpha Kappa Delia Phi Sorority Inc. focuses on Its foundations of sisterhood, scholarship, community service,
breast cancer awareness for the Susan G, Komen foundation and Asian awareness. Check out our exciting rash
events this week Visit www.xanp«.com//mo_«*olo/lf for
more InlormaBon or contact Imuakdphl _pmsldentOyahoo
com or visit www.akdphi.org.

The Neo-Underoround Railroad Conductors movement. In
association with a number of other organizations, is having a
■Pushing the Envelope" letter-writing party this evening at 6:30
p.m. In Transitions. The letter outlines a series of complaints
regarding media portrayals of African Americans

The Bmen is published Monday
j and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local
Hamsonburg community. Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Alison Fargo, editor.

Wednesday, Feb. 23
Reference Librarian Rebecca Feind will present an interactive
session on how lo select and search library databases from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. In Health and Human Services, room 2301.

Main Telephone:
(540)568-6127
Editor:
Alison Fargo
(540) 568-3694
6reezeecWorOho(ma#.com

None. I suck my
itsie pops til
get to the center.'

News Desk:
(540) 568-6699
breazenewsOhotmall.com
business management
senior

POLICE LOG
BY SHARON SCHIFF/

SHSHSnHow many licks does
it take to get to the
I center of a Tootsie Pop?

Variety Deek:

(540)568-3151
brBezeranefyehofmattcom

assl. news editor

Grand Larceny

Breaking and Entering/Grand Larceny

A JMU student reported larceny of a card holder key chain
with JAC card, debit card, keys, drivers license and cash
from Giftord Hall on Feb. 14 between 12:30 a.m and 1
a.m.

Unknown person(s) entered the Studio Center (Whitesel
Buildingl and removed two desktop computers and one
scanner between Feb. 14 at 5:15 p.m. and Feb. 15 at 9
a.m.

A JMU student reported a scooter was stolen near the
bike rack outside of UREC between Dec. 1 and Dec. 30 at
unknown times.

Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 17,088
Total drunk In public since Aug. 19:65

"One, two, three.
•Crunch.* Three."

Sports Deek:
(540) 568-6709
brBezespoftsOhotme/f.com
Opinion/Focus Deek:
(540)568-3846
breezeopinionOhotmell. com
bmezetocusQhotmail. com
Photo/Graphics
Office:
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brBezeonoloOhotmall.com
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COME HEAR

Effi Eitam

Authentic Mexican
Restaurant

MEMBER OF ISRAEL'S PARLIAMENT, THE KNESSET,
AND CHAIRMAN OF ISRAEL'S NATIONAL RELIGIOUS PARTY

Come enjoy the authentic

Mexican Mariachis
on February 23rd.

243 Neff Ave.
Harrison burg, VA
S40-4J4-«6M

i
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promote dialogue on freedom
democracy and human rights
s

mm\9ammm-

mstRAti M

VISIT OUR
OTHER LOCATIONS:

I iOi N Royal A,r

9403 Congrrsi St.

FRONT ROYAL

NEW MARKET

540-63S-734S

S40-740-9404

1340 Washington Art
VlNTON
S40-344-0061
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Caravan for Democracy

Hunter McGuire School

OPEN HOUSE
Monday, February 28
9:30 A.M.
and 5:30 P.M.

Please join us!

Monday, February 28th
Phillips Center - PC Ballroom
7:30 PM (Doors open at 7:00 PM)

James Madison University
Caravan for Democracy is brought to campus by JMU Hillel
For more information: Contact Jacob at forstajh@jmu.edu,
To reserve your space visit www.caravanfordemocracy.org,
or call 800-969-5585 x247
Photo or student ID required • No bags allowed

•
•
•
•

VAJS Accredited - K-5
Scholarship
Leadership
Citizenship

(540) 248-2404
huntermcguire.org

e Art, Music, Phys. Ed., Library
e Technology, Spanish
• After-school Program
e Bus to Hamsonburg & W'boro

This Open House
coincides with the Art
& Science Show.

Caravan (or Democracy drives constructive dialogue on college campuses throughout
the United States by bringing different speakers from Israel to discuss the challenges
Israel faces as the only democracy in the Middle East.

CARAVAN
74 Quicks Mill Rd.
Verona, VA 24482

for DEMOCRACY
■<rfenlemocracy.org
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Conference gives students opportunities

AROUND

Parents' Weekend
changing to modem name

BY KATIE FLANAGAN

contributing writer

The Parents' Weekend

The Honors Program is
sponsoring the JMU Freedom
Conference in which students,
faculty and independent scholars are invited to organize sessions, be involved on a panel
or submit abstracts.
This year, the conference,
which will be March 31 and
April 1, will address the universal theme of freedom and will
be directed by Giuliana Fazzion,
head of the foreign languages
and literatures department

tradition soon will be changing to "Family Weekend."
In 2005, Family Weekend
will be held Oct. 7 through 9.
The change in tradition
will recognize the changes in
the traditional family and the
idea of extended and blended
families of today's students.
Picnics, concerts, sporting events, tours and other
activities are planned each
fall for visiting families.
For more information
visit wum.jmu.edu/parrnls

"1 love to organize these
kinds of projects," Fazzion
said. "In fact, I have the intention of organizing another
conference next year."
German professor Robert
Goebel will be a participant at
the conference. "If s a chance to
present a paper without going
away to a conference — and
probably having to fork out
money because of limited travel funds," Goebel said. "Even
better, 1 am collaborating with
a student, which gives the student a chance to do something
unusual in our department."

If accepted into the conference, first-year participant
senior Jeff Stottlemyer will
submit a paper he wrote for a
class last semester. Stottlemyer's paper discusses the dynamics of local leadership in
the Memphis Garbage Workers Strike of 1968.
"Martin Luther King was
assassinated in Memphis while
working to support this strike
as part of his "Poor Peoples
Campaign," but I focused on
local religious and labor leaders
to give King's actions a base."
Stottlemyer said. This is just one

and will accept written works,
as well as art and /or science
presentations. The deadline
for submission of abstracts/
proposals is Feb. 28 and all
students are urged to submit
abstracts to the conference. All
abstracts should be about 300
words long and include the
piece's title and author's name,
affiliation, address, telephone
number and e-mail address. If
interested, the abstracts /pn>posals should be sent to Fazzion at fazziogx. Each year, there
have been anywhere between
50 and 60 participants.

Colleges making health
insurance mandatory

Southern students
rally for clean energy
KNOXVn.LE,TENN.(AP)
— Students from around the

all 10 schools within the University of California system
now require health insurance.
A growing number of pubOthers, inducting Old Dolic universities are requiring minion and Kent State University
students have health insurance have decided against the idea.
before they step into the classCosts vary from campus to
room, a move aimed at saving campus — undergraduates at
the uninsured from huge bills UCLA paid $558 for a full year;
and college hospitals from get- the pnce is $1,211 this year at
ting stuck with the cost.
the University of Toledo, where
Most public universities insurance is required.
still leave the decision up to
Yet, some schools have restudents, who can buy into a sisted mandatory coverage,
school's student health care fearing extra costs will push
plan or obtain their own insur- students to other colleges. Still,
ance. However, surveys from others worry students already
insurers and schools indicate are burdened with huge loans
anywhere from 10 percent to and rising tuition.
30 percent do not have insur"We may be pricing stuance. Most are still covered dents out of college," said
under their parents' plans.
Alex Wright, president of the
College officials also are student government at Bowlfinding that some students are ing Green State University.
forced to drop out when faced
The costs to uninsured stuwith the medical expenses.
dents can be staggering when
More schools have started they're hospitalized.
mandating the coverage in
For example, a student at
the past four years. Hospitals Old Dominion University, in
no longer absorb the costs Norfolk, Va„ had $100,000 in
because of increasing health medical bills stemming from
JJ> PmkytAP care expenses.
usuries in a car accident, said
The University of Connecti- Jenny Foss, director of student
Dr. Qton Ef^lman, BowHng Qr—n State University School Health Dkoctor, rtcht, apeak* wtth
cut Ohio State University and health services.
Ms patient Ryan Patton, Thursday, Jan. 27, at the student hearth center on campus In Ohio.
BY JOHN SEEWER

South rallied Friday for renewable energy and cleaner air.
Gathering under newly installed solar panels and a tiny
wind turbine on the University
of Tennessee's main campus,
they spoke of environmental
activism and a future las dependent on (umil fuels.
"Hie energy revolution is
coming, my friends. We are the
student leaders of tomorrow
that are going to make a difference — green power!" said
Aaron Ban* of Virginia Tech.
More than 200 students
from dozens of colleges across
the region — Virginia, the Carolinas, Alabama. Kentucky,
Georgia, Florida — were expected to attend the second
annual conference sponsored
by Knoxville-based Southern
Alliance for Clean Energy.
The students recounted
some early successes on their
campuses, including Solar
and wind installations at
lames Madison University.

Associated Press

Better information
requested from colleges
WASHINGTON, D.C.
(AP) — Colleges should better measure and report their
students' progress, Education Secretary Margaret
Spellings said Monday, urging university presidents to
adopt the spirit of President
Bush's No Child Left Behind
law regarding elementary
and high school students.
Spellings did not suggest that a higher education
equivalent of the controversial 2001 law is in the offing
— a prospect that would
alarm college officials.
She told the American
Council on Education that
the federal government provides one-third of higher
education revenues — compared to one-tenth for the
K-12 system — and said
taxpayers are entitled to the
kind of accountability NCLB
had provided for primary
education funding.
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of the many examples of what
students and faculty may submit as part of the conference.
Fazzion said during the
reception on the evening
of March 31, Shukri Abed,
chairman of the language
and regional studies department at the Middle East Institute in Washington, D.C,
will give a speech. The JMU
school of music will provide
entertainment with performances by music students
and faculty.
Fazzion and her collaborators will judge the papers

Judge urges sides to reach
agreement over religious frat
BY PAUL NOWELL

Associated Press
A federal judge Wednesday
urged attorneys for the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
and a Christian fraternity to settle
a dispute over whether the group
should be denied campus recognition for refusing to accept nonbelievers and homosexuals.
After a two-hour hearing, VS.
District Court ludge Frank W.
Bullock Jr. urged lawyers to come
to him later this month with a consent decree settling the case.
Bullock gave the attorneys until
Feb. 28 to reach a settlement. If they
cannot reach one, he told them, he
would issue a ruling on the fraterni-

ty's request for an injunction granting them official recognition pending a full trial in the case.
Lawyers for the fraternity. Alpha lota Omega, want the school
ordered to restore the group's official status, which was revoked
because the school said the group
refused to adopt the university's
non-discrimination policy.
In turn, attorneys for the university wanted the case dismissed.
Alpha lota Omega objects to a
school requirement that membership be open to everyone.
Officers and founders of the
non-denominational fraternity
say members must participate in
the organization's primary mission of Christian evangelism.

Relationships 101: More students
giving relationship classes a try
BY MARTHA IRVINE

Associated Press
Affairs of the heart — love, relationships and marriage — have gone from being an obsession outside class at colleges
to the reason for class.
Over the last 30 years, academics have
been developing the study of "close relationships," as they call it, forming the International Association for Relationship
Research to share resources and data.
Such research is "not just about what
makes people happy, but how relationships
can affect other things — for instance, someone's health" says Lisa Baker, an assistant
professor of psychology at Purchase College,
part of the State University of New York.
In recent years, though some professors have moved beyond theory, making

the discussion more personal to students by
teaching relationship skilLs they can use.
Some call it Relationships 101 — a
concept that has proven wildly popular
on campuses across the country.
With divorce as common as it is in this
country, experts say young couples are
wise to do their marriage homework.
"The thinking is, the earlier people
leam those skills, the better off they'll be,"
says Dennis Lowe, psychology professor
at Pepperdine University in Malibu, Calif., who team teaches a freshman seminar called "Developing Healthy Relationships" with his wife, Emily Scott-Lowe.
Leslie Parrot, a professor at Seattl. l',\cific University, says that some academics question whether classes like these
belong in a college setting. But others say
there's no reason love should be ignored.

Big Brothers Big Sisters
Bowl For Kids Sake

Saturday, February 26,2005 8am- 5pm
at Valley Lanes in Harrisonburg

574.0808

Free game, Free shoes, and great prizes!
Register your team or for questions: 433-8886 or marybeth@bbbshr.org

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MO
Herbert E. Bine,, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MO
MarlbethPLoynes.MD
Sherry L. Mongokl, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
onday-Friday 8:30-5:00

Local (540)434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348

FREE HAIRCUT

with am highlight or color
Haircut $18
Style $25

Stylists with advanced training In New York,
Northern Virginia and Richmond
Mon.-Wed. 10-6
Thu. Fri. 10-7
Sat. 10-4
Located in Food Uon Shopping Center off Port Republic Rd.
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Jury chooses life sentence
in JMU student slayings
Associated Press
A federal jury on Thursday sentenced Brent Simmoas
to life in prison without parole
on charges connected to the
-livings of two James Madison
University students.
The jury, which began deliberating Wednesday afternoon, rejected a prosecutor's
recommendation to sentence
Simmons to death on stalking
and gun convictions in the execution slaving of e\ girlfriend
Ann Olson and her new boyfriend. Keith J. O-Connell.
Simmons, 32, of Carlisle,
Pa., already was serving a 20-

Associated Press
Professors would have to include diverse opinions in classmoms under legislation being
pushed in Ohio and several other
states by conservatives who fear
l* HI many professors indoctrinate
young minds with liberal propaganda. Such measures have had
iillu- moOM getting approval in
the other states.
The proposal in Ohio to

Jordan: CNN 'tarnished' by remarks
BY DAVID BAUDER

year sentence in state prison
for the 199<S killings when federal prosecutors, urged by Harrisonburg officials, brought the
new charges against him.
The jury convicted Simmons
last Monday on one count of interstate stalking and two counts
of using a firearm in a murder.
Because the charges were brought
under the Violence Against Women Act Simmons was eligible for
the death penalty.
The sentence was issued
after a day of testimony that
included Simmons' mother,
Pepsi Simmons, asking the jury
to spare her son's life.

Legislation considered to
counter college liberalism
BY ELIZABETH DEFOREST

CAMI'l S

create an academic "bill of
rights" would prohibit public
and private college professors
from presenting opinions as
tact or penalizing students for
expressing their views. Professors would not be allowed to
introduce controversial material unrelated to the course.
Professors dismissed the bill
as unnecessary and questioned
whether its supporters had ulterior motives, such as wanting
more conservative professors.

Associated Press
CNN plainly hoped that
the resignation of chief news
executive Eason Jordan — announced after the close of
business on a Friday — would
swiftly calm a growing storm
over comments he made
about the military and journalists in Iraq.
It hasn't worked out that way.
"He just threw wood on the
fire that he was trying to tamp
down," said Steve Lovelady.
managing editor of the CJR
Daily journalism Web site.
The Jordan incident along
with the stories of Dan Rather's
downfall and a White House
reporter with questionable
credentials, have increased
the profile of Web loggers and
ignited a debate about their
roles as both watchdogs and
competitors with journalists.
Jordan said he was resigning
to avoid CNN being "unfairly
tarnished" by his remarks at a
conference in Switzerland that
some journalists killed by the
US. military had been targeted.
He subsequently said he never
meant to suggest it was intentional but the context is murky
since no transcript or video of
the event has come to light.
He was out of a job before
some major media outlets
even reported there was a
controversy.

Bloggers uncovered and
pushed along the story, just
like they were the first to poke
holes in last fall's CBS story
about President Bush's military service Some with political agendas view Rather as a
trophy (or their work because
he announced he was leaving
as the network's chief anchor
two months later.
A furious Lovelady posted
this reaction to Jordan's fall
on New York University journalism professor Jay Rosen's
"PressThink" Weblog: The
salivating morons who make
up the lynch mob prevail."
David Gergen. a former adviser to four presidents, lamented that some Internet scribes
were out for Jordan's scalp because he represented CNN. Gergen was onstage with Jordan in
Switzerland when the original
remark was made
"There are those who wish
to paint CNN as this liberal media outlet in contrast to Fox and
they want to beat up on him for
that reason," Gergen said on
PBS's "Newshour." "Frankly,
I think that there has been a
quality of vigilante justice here
which has ... been excessive.
If s been a cruel fate for Eason
Jordan to be caught in effect in
the culture wars that are going
on in the country."
Jordan may have been vulnerable for other reasons; a series of management changes

Health experts urge once-a-year HIV testing
A. JOHNSON
Associated Press

BY LINDA

Urging a major shift in U.S. policy,
some health experts are recommending
that virtually all Americans be tested
routinely for the AIDS virus, much as
they are for cancer and other diseases.
Smce the early years of the AIDS epidemic
in the 1980s, the government has lecommended Fleming only in big cities, where AIDS rates
are high, and among members of high-risk
groups, such as gay men and drug addicts.

Dr. Robert Janssen. director of HIVAIDS prevention at the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, said the CDC will
re-evaluate its guidelines over the next two
years, and will consider the study's findings as well as the availability of new, rapid
HIV tests that produce results in a halfhour instead of the usual week or two.
Who would bear the cost of expanded
testing remains a sticky question amid
government cutbacks in health-care
funding. Janssen said the studies' findings could lead to some private insurers

to encourage more HIV testing.
One of the studies, by researchers at
Duke and Stanford universities and the
Veterans Affairs Palo Alto Health Care System, estimated that routine one-time testing
of everyone would cut new infections each
year by just over 20 percent and that every
rflV-infected patient identified would gain
an average of one and a half years of life.
About 40,1X10 new HIV infections occur
each year. An estimated 950,000 people are
infected with the virus, but about 280,000
of them don't know it.

Pheasant Run
Townhomes

4 bedroom-2.5 bathroom

Limited availability

townhomes left!

at CNN left him with no op- responded so slowly to queserational control over the net- tions about its guard story is
work. CNN executives have because many were raised by
not talked about his departure. people who have long disMedia critic Danny Schech- liked Rather.
Liberal bloggers played a
ter said the incident illustrates
the timidity of news organiza- key role in exposing James D.
tions when it comes to sensi- Guckert, who used the alias
tive issues involving govern- Jeff Gannon worked for a conment — whether speaking servative news outlet and was
about them or reporting on given access to White House
them. He worries that the Jor- press briefings where he asked
dan incident will embolden pointedly political questions.
press critics and make news The question of who is givorganizations reluctant to en press access to the White
House was seen as legitimate
question the administration.
Part of the reason many and given attention by mainjournalists
are
worried stream news organizations.
Bloggers pressed forward
about the influence of Web
logs is because they're so and found evidence linking Guunfamiliar with the terri- ckert to online sites suggestive of
gay pornography—a detail that
tory, Rosen said.
"You still need news or- many news organizations would
ganizations that know how have considered irrelevant.
to stand up to criticism and
Thafs ugly," Roggio said.
react to criticism," he said. "If s an embarrassment to me
as
a
blogger."
"You don't want too much
Rosen, who's taking a leave
indifference to what people
are saying in the blogosphere. from NYU to write a book
But you don't want too much about the new media environment, is intrigued about what
responsiveness, either."
News organizations are this all represents.
uncomfortable because they're
"Things will settle down
no longer the gatekeepers to eventually," he said. "People
the news, said Jarvis, a former will get used to a new balance
television critic.
of power. Thafs whafs so
The difficulty for news or- disturbing. If s a new balance
ganizations that stress impar- of power and nobody knows
tiality comes when the stories what thafs like — bloggers.
are pushed by people with journalists, executives, users,
political agendas. Chances are Web cruisers. This is a mopart of the reason CBS News ment of great expansion."

DEBATE: Event held
to honor James Madison
DEBATE, from page 1

"We [received| a lot of
comments."
Pete Bsumek, assistant
professor in the school of
communication studies and
director of the debate team
said, "[The advice) helped
make the students' positions stronger."

The James Madison Commemorative Debate and Citizen
Forum will be held on March 16
in the Wilson Hall Auditorium.
The debate is part of the James
Madison Day celebration.
Teams from universities
around the country will attend
the forum and compete for the
Madison Cup
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Mass media misses imposter, harms credibility

BREEZE PRESCPECTIVES

Valentine's
Day more
than hype
KATIE HARMON

contributing writer
Many may question if Valentine's
Day really is worth all the hype. Is this
day really about love and romance between two people, or is it another way
for businesses to profit? Novelties and
thoughtfuiness aside, ifs hard to see
who really benefits from Valentine's
Day — lovers or businessmen.
Junior Lauren Mazzotta said, "I
went on a date with my two roommates," junior Lauren Mazzotta said.
"1 hate Valentine's Day — I think ifs
just a ridiculous holiday geared to
bring big businesses money."
Mazzotta's feelings about Valentine's Day aren't too economically
far from the truth.
In today's world, Valentine's Day
and similar holidays are bankable
sources of revenue for many large and
small businesses alike.
In fact, MSNBC released an article
that stated "last year, growers churned
out 175 million roses to meet the pop
in demand," and that "Valentine's Day
is boom time for companies that profit
from our amorous affections" including those that sell flowers, candy, lingerie and jewelry.
So does this mean Valentine's Day
is more about money than love? Does
this holiday place more emphasis on
the universality of Victoria's Secret,
Russell Stover and Hallmark than on
the magic of romance?
"I believe Valentine's Day is a
great opportunity for one to show
their significant other just how much
they care about them," sophomore
Mike McCraw said. "I had one goal
this Valentine's Day: To make my
girlfriend feel like the most special
girl in the world. Every girl should
feel like a princess, and 1 hope I was
successful at making my sweetheart
feel that way." Lucky girl.
Attitudes like McCraw's embrace
the need for big business and spending money. McCraw pulled out all
the stops for his sweetheart starting
with a romantic dinner for two at the
Joshua Wilton House.
"I presented my girlfriend with 12
roses, and on each one I had labeled
something I liked about her," McCraw
said. "I also bought her favorite CD,
and a romantic movie."
While McCraw's take on Valentine's Day is refreshing, all of the economic involvement seems to ruin the
holiday for others
"I think ifs a western socially
constructed view of "love," but ifs
not an expression of real love, just
an expression of obligation," sophomore Megan Criggs said. "I don't see
why you should treat your significant
other any differently on February 14th
than you would on June 4th or whatever — I think it sucks that romance is
correlated with how much money you
spend and that's no good."
Either way, both parties — the busiMssmen and the lovers — benefit from
this holiday either monetarily or romantically Receiving flowers and sending More-bought valentines does not
devalue the concept behind Valentine's
D«y — they merely accessorize it.
Katie Harmon is a sophomore psychology major.

Small-time reporter Jeff
Gannon might be the downfall of once-trusted media
outlets. Sadly, the changes of
which he has been the catalyst
are not positive, but rather are
a general meltdown of news
sources and credible news.
Gannon, whose real name
is James D. Guckert may
simply appear to be another
lap-dog conservative reporter
gently lobbing questions at the
Bush administration, but upon
further inspection, he is a puppet a fraud and a danger to the
information we receive.
Though Gannon has been
asking amazingly biased questions for almcM a yeat big media
outlets did not pay much attention. It was actually the Internet
Hogging communities that discovered Gannon's real name, as
well is his true Identity.
The bloggers, through their
own brand of vigilante journalism, discovered Gannon's selfsponsored, X-rated homosexual
Wfeb site. While the man's sexual
life is really none of our business
and not something that should
be taken into consideration when
judging Gannon as a newsman,
it does punctuate two points.
First of all, this scandal has
further exposed lapses in media. While media are quick to
jump on the latest celebrity
gossip, they have been slow in
recent examples of investigative
and proactive news. It is at these
times the bloggers
band together rev their
search

engines and hunt for the story
behind even the smallest player
The question that arises is who
to trust in these instances. The
people manning the weblogs have
evidence to back up their daims.
but they do not have the foundation of large news outlets. These
people have taken the news into
their own hands, and though they
may punctuate In a smiley face
from time to rime, they appear to
have done their homework.
Unfortunately, the bloggers are
not reliable. They make headlines
when they expose someone like
Gannon, but no one reports on the
astonishing volume of meaningless information and outright lies
on the Mfeb. Bloggers report rheir
facts, but they do so without any
ethical legal or editorial checks
The media, on the other
hand, are turned to because they
have a long history and are in the
mainstream. Mass media outlets
overlook and under research,
but the reports they generate are
generally regarded as truthful. If
a journalist invents stories, they
suffer far harsher penalties than a
decrease in Web site traffic
The second problem to come
to the surface through all this not
only is how out of the loop media
are, but how much can we actually
trust them at any given time? Gannon was given White House credentials, which gave him access to
an array of high-ranking officials Yet when faced
with the

opportunity of quizzing our governing
bodies, he merely
asked
questions
* ^ap
that played into their
\K
game and offered the opportunity for a well-spoken
— possibly well-rehearsed
— soundbite.
It can be said
that Gannon's lack
of credibility were
overlooked by the White
House as they saw him as
an ally based on his political
agenda. Had he been from
an underground democrat publication, there is
a good chance that he
would have been denied credentials.
The face of news
Is changing — anyone can sit down at a /a
computer and within '■
a few minutes' time
uncover a seemingly bottomless pit of information. In the future, we will have
to decide between the Internet
btogging communities and big
media sources. They both have
their strengths and their weak
nesses, but the most powerful aspect of both Is that they now put
the citizen in control. Citizens
have the option to listen or
ignore; therefore, they
both must strive to be
the most accurate in
order to win our
attention.

BETWEEN THE LINES

North Korea deserves Bush's attention
PATRICK CALLAHAN

staff writer

North Korea's withdrawal from
the six-party talks concerning its
fledgling nuclear program is a major distress signal for political relations in that part of the world.
Its public announcement of openly pursuing a nuclear weapons arsenal should send cold shivers down all
our backs. Yet, their announcements
should be viewed first and foremost
from a political bargaining perspective. South Korean officials are very
skeptical as to whether or not North
Korea's nuclear weapons program
even exists, and U.S. intelligence
officials admit any weapons they
might possess are likely similar to.
the bombs used by the United States
In World War II Lack of advanced
missile delivery technology would
limit North Korea to using planes to
deliver its nuclear bombs.
However, North Korea has made
a bold step in directly and deliberately stating its intentions to pursue a nuclear arsenal. The rate at
which the components and intelligence of nuclear weapons are being
dispersed in today's world should
raise concerns about any nation
willfully seeking to expand its nuclear capabilities.
But, if we take a step back for a
moment, perhaps we can better un-

derstand this political move. During
his first term. President Bush and
his administration sent very strong
signals to North Korea, calling it a
member of an "axis of evil" and an
"outpost for tyranny." The secondterm administration has offered
much of the same rhetoric, except
now Bush plans to use his "political
capital" to eliminate tyranny around
the world. What was North Korea
— labeled an "outpost of tyranny"
by the very same president — supposed to think of that?
I don't know how our diplomatic
leaders like to think, but I was raised
to believe that if you want someone
to come to your table, you don't insult them before they even get there.
Common respect and courtesy don't
seem to be on this administration's
diplomatic agenda.
The Bush administration gave
reasons and intelligence for invading Iraq that fumed out to be false,
HO it switched its goal to spreading
freedom through regime change.
With Bush's reelection, this goal
quickly spread to encompass all nations deemed tyrannical. Knowing
this, why would any nation on the
administration's bad side not want
to bolster its defenses?
Don't get me wrong — nuclear
weapons are the epitome of man's
capacity for self-destruction and the
proliferation of nuclear programs

does nothing to help our chances of
survival as a species. But events have
escalated to the point that small nations like North Korea see having nuclear weapons as their only means of
preventing aggression from a larger,
more powerful nation.
The goal in Iraq was to make
it a democratic nation that would
help stabilize the region. Ironically
enough. South Korea and China believe the fall of North Korea's government would dramatically destabilize that region. South Korea is an
easy voice for the administration to
silence, but the Chinese are the superpower of that region and their
authority is not easily contested.
China has given North Korea incentives to negotiate with other nations
about its nuclear ambitions but is
reluctant to pressure them. This
should come as no surprise. China
and North Korea are communist allies just as we are democratic allies
with Great Britain. Would we ever
pressure Britain to slow down its
defense programs?
North Korea is — and always has
been — a bigger threat to the United States than Iraq, but with China
standing behind North Korea, don't
expect any military actions against
it for now. The Bush administration
isn't that overzealous — yet.
Patrick Callahan is an undeclared
freshman.
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'Slut' myth reinforces gender divide
JORDAN ROSS

Daily 0Collegian
There are more than
220 derogatory terms
tor sexually promiscuous women while there
only are 22 for sexually
promiscuous men.
This type of sexual discrimination is detrimental
to a female's psyche and
society in general.
I can't even begin to
count the number of times
I have been in a public
bathroom where I have
seen the words "slut"
and "skank" strewn all
over the bathroom stall.
This type of sexual harassment is prevalent in
many schools and workplaces across America
and is often overlooked
or dismissed.
Linguistic sexism refers to words and patterns of communication

that ignore, devalue or
make sex objects of one
sex or another
Linguistic sexism is the
most common type of sexual harassment in America, yet it is overlooked
more than any other.
To look up some slut
stereotypes, I went to
www.urbtmlic1ionary.com.
According to the Web
site, a slut is someone who
"engages in sexual activity with large numbers of
persons; one who engages
in sexual activity outside
a long-term relationship;
women wearing tasteless
clothing or a derogatory
term used by one female
for another during periods of conflict."
I will admit that I am
as guilty as anyone else
and have used one or
more of these derogatory
terms to hurt someone's
feelings, as I am sure ev-

eryone who is reading
this article has as well. But
that doesn't make it right.
The media plays the
biggest role in defining
these terms in our society.
Television and films depict appropriate behavior
for women in America.
If someone choose* to
step out of these boundaries, they are susceptible to relentless ridicule.
Shows such as "Sex
and the City" suggest that
sex addicts are models for
single women and that
physical attractiveness and
sexuality should be used
to a female's advantage.
With this attitude, society is led to believe sexual
assertiveness is wrong,
and those who commit
these acts are sluts.
These stereotypes perpetuate traditional gender
roles and reinforce male
dominance.

This type of sexual
harassment can cause
long-lasting and devastating effects on women,
such as drug and alcohol
abuse, distorted self-image and suicide.
The elimination of
sexual discrimination is
the primary solution to
gender inequality. This
problem can only be reduced when society redefines its social realities.
So the next time
you feel the urge to use
one of' these degrading terms, don't dismiss
their consequences.
By accepting these stereotypes as a social norm
we are allowing this cycle
to continue and are promoting sexual discrimination and harassment
toward women.
lordanRossisacottimntst
for Oklahoma Stale University's Daily OXoUegian.
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A "give-me-a-break" dart to UPB for
not allowing my friend and 1 to go to the
movie on Friday night because the ticket booth closed at 7:10 p.m. even though
the movie theater was not full and the
movie hadn't started.
From a very disappointed senior who
concluded that being 10 minutes late for a
movie that hadn't started was not very cool.
A "next-time-take-orf-your-gloves"
dart to parking authorities for leaving
me a $100 ticket because they typed in
the wrong numbers.
From an angry employee who doesn't
think JMU should'pay for the new $73 million dollar parking deck that way.
A "where's-our-tuition-going?" dart
to whoever is in charge of the clocks
around campus. Can JMU not afford to
make them all say the same time?
From an annoyed student who is always "late" to class because teachers don't
know what time it is.

An "are-we-in-third-grade?" dart
to D-hall for not allowing students to
serve their own chicken nuggets and
grilled cheese.
From a junior who thought that D-hall's
motto was "All That You Care to Eat," but
did not feel that you lived up to your slogan.
A "didn't-your-father-tell-you-notto-hit-girls" dart to the drunk man who
punched our favorite cashier when she
asked him to leave.
From a bunch of guys who were proud of
her fir drenchmg you myour own beer and who
thmk you are pretty lucky you ranoutsofast.
A "welcome-to-the-slumber-party"
dart to all the people at JMU wno roll
out of bed and come into class wearing
pajamas or sweats.
From a junior whose mother always
told her that class is like a job — dress appropriately for it.
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Kellie Young's expectations are
set fairly high.
"When I got to JMU, the players
showed me how important a
conference championship was,"
the third-year lacrosse coach said.
"We want to fight for a national championship and winning the CAA is the
first part of that."
But, in 2(105, Young's simple yet
demanding expectation will be compounded by something much larger than
a Colonial Athletic Association title.
"The past three years, we've been the
team to beat" senior defender Ashlee
Dardine said. "We're the team with the
bull's eye on its back. With a chance for
a three-peat CAA championship, it's not
an option to lose."
And that's where the 2005 season
becomes larger than its initial face value.
Three straight CAA championships.
Four of the last five.
"We've been working for this the
past three years," Dardine said. "This
team isn't stopping."
No team in the 13-year history of the
CAA has won three straight coniawue
titles. Aside from the current JMU team,
only one has captured back-to-back crowns
— the 199V94 Loyola College Greyhounds
As a result the Dukes are treading
through uncharted waters as a marked team.
"This is the first year this team is
really feeling that," Young said. "People
are starring to realize JMU is back and
it makes us wear a target on our chest.
They're coming after us. It sets the bar
pretty high trying to do three in a row."
Of course JMU's track record warrants high expectations.
Since the inception of the CAA in 1992,
the Dukes have reached the conference
championship game seven times, winning
five titles in the process. A sixth would be
Loyola for the most in CAA history.
"They're an incredibly strong program," Young said of Loyola. That match
up is historical. There's something when
you walk out on the field in that game and
you know if s going to be a battle."
The Greyhounds left the CAA after
the 2002 season and currently play as an
independent team. Since then. Young and
the Dukes are 4-0 in the conference tournament 13-1 in CAA play and lay daim to
the last two conference players of the year
— Lisa Staedt ('03) and Gail Decker ('04).
Now, without Staedt or Decker
on the roster. Young said this JMU
team has an opportunity to silence any
remaining critics.
"There's a lot of talk out there that
JMU is as good as it is because of Lisa and
GaiL" Young said. "We're looking to show
the country that JMU is good because
of the 26 players on this team — a third
championship would prove that."
But aside from proving its worth, a
third title also would give JMU a chance
to get to the next level.
"It means everything to me," senior
attacker Jessica Brownridge said.
"Winning the CAA championship is the
see THKEE-rEAT. page 9

SPORTS

contributing writer
Hall of Fame NFL coach Vince
Lombardi once said, "Individual
commitment to a group effort —
that is what makes a team work."
Commitment is something Amy
Altig knows all about.
The senior goalkeeper's commitment both on and off the field
is just one reason why the Dukes
have had so much success the
past two seasons.
As .JMU looks to win its thirdstraight conference championship,
Altig knows that in her final
season, she needs to be at the top
of her game.
"There is just pure excitement for
this season." Altig said. "If s my last
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Freshman forward Tamers
Young shoots over VCU's
Miranda Smith.

Dukes get
revenge
BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor

George Mason advanced to the
four-team CAA tournament last

The last time the JMU women's basketball team played Virginia Commonwealth University, it was in Richmond and the
Dukes lost to the Rams in doubleovertime, 86-79.
Sunday at the Convocation Center, it was time for the rematch.
The Dukes put together a 23-2
run midway through the second
half en route to a 74-60 win before
a crowd of 1,146.
"We're really happy we pulled
this one out," JMU sophomore
forward Shirley Met all said. "If s
getting to the point where we're
just smacking teams."
JMU's list of "smacked" teams
has been getting rather lengthy of
late.
After downing VCU, the
Dukes are riding a five-game win
streak in which they've handed
losses to George Mason University, Hofstra University, the College of William & Mary and the
University of North CarolinaWilmington — all Colonial Athletic Association foes.
Ms been great," JMU coach
Kenny Brooks said. 'Today, I told
them,' Lef s not back into this win
— lef s stay aggressive.' They're
understanding the situations and
that's part of growing up and becoming a better team."
The Dukes have three regular-season games remaining and
currently occupy fourth place in
the CAA. Of those three games,
two are against the University of
Dehvare and Old Dominion Universtiy. The Blue Hens and Lady
Monarchs sit one and two respectively in the conference standings.
"We just have to have a positive
attitude about the next three games,"
McCall said. "And I'm ready to play
those next three teams"
Sunday against the Rams,
the Dukes struggled early — going into the locker rooms down
31-28 at the half.
"We put together a good first
half," VCU senior forward Maria
Giovannetti said. "In the second
hall, we got undisciplined and
didn't rebound. They scored everytriing in the paint and we didn't
make them work on offense."
The result was JMU finishing with five players in doubledigit point totals.
The Dukes were led by sophomore guard Lesley Dickinson
who scored 16. She was followed
by sophomore center Meredith
Alexis and freshman forward
Tamer a Young, who both dropped
15 points apiece.
McCall and senior center Krystal Brooks rounded out the quintet,
adding 11 and 10, respectively.
"We played as good as we
have all year in the second half,"
Kenny Brooks said. "I'm very
proud of that second half. We
didn't have to rely on just one
person and that shows with five
players in double-figures."
JMU pulled away mostly by
way of free-throw shooting. The
Dukes made 11 of 12 during their
23-2 run and opened the lead from
1-point. 40-39 to 20 points, 61-41.
"We stress the importance of
tree-throws," Kenny Brooks said.
"They know they have to step
up and knock them down. If you
miss them, it changes the whole

see CAA. page 9

see AVENGE, page 9

CAROLYN WAI.SER ten** pKxgraplur

Senior defender and Tawaaraton Trophy National Player ot the Year candidate Ashlee Dardine ami tha Dukss
open their season Sunday against the California Golden Bear* at tha JMU Lacrosse Complex.

PERFORMANCE

Goalkeeper leads blue-collar bunch
BY MEAOAN MIHALKO

MONDAY, FEB.

season, and I don't want to settle for
anything less than the best."
Altig is a three-year starter for
the Dukes and gives the credit lor
her success to coach Kellie Young.
"Coach Young has made all the
difference," Altig said. "She forced
me to grow up on the field and
mature off the field."
Young said, "Amy has matured
so much since I started coaching her
two and a half years ago. Her biggest
improvement is in her mental game;
she has learned that she can't save
everything that comes at her."
Altig may not save every shot
but she's one of the best at what she
does. Last season, she ranked No. 13
in the NCAA in goals against average and led the Colonial Athletic
Association in that category.

"Amy has the potential to be
the best goalie in the country this
season," Young said. 'If she can
tweak a few parts of her game and
really focus, she is going to help us
win and win big."
Winning big this season means a
lot of hard work and preparation.
"The only way we can be the
best is by preparing both mentally and physically for each game,"
Altig said. "I basically can't have
any brain lapses.
"In order to prepare lor each game,
I need to make sure I am relaxed, and
in the right mental state."
Being in the right mental
state involves a certain amount
of aggressiveness.
tee GOALXEEfEK, page 9

CAROLYN WALSERfirmor f*»|ny*>r
Senior goalkeeper Amy Aftlg makes a
save during preseason practice.

JMU preseason favorite to defend title
Bv JEPP TOMIK
contributing writer
JMU
Coach Kellie Young
2004 record: 7-0,16-4
The two-time defending conference
champions are the preseason favorites
to defend their title JMU will return
five starters from a team that advanced
to the NCAA quarterfinals last year.
Senior midfielder Jessica Brownndge
and sophomore midfielder Kelly Berber
combined for 78 goals last season and
will head the offense. Senior ihfcmiu

Ashlee Dardine a Tewaaraton Trophy
candidate for the National Player of
the Year, joined Brownridge as a first
team AU-CAA selection last season and
secures the Dukes'defense.
The College of William A Mary
Coach Tara Brown
2004 record: 4-3,10-8
In 2004, the Tribe made its first
CAA championship appearance since
1996. The Tribe will return nine starters, including co-captain and threeyear starter Morgan Watkins. Watkins
earned first Team AU-CAA honors last

season after leading the team in scoring with 58 points (38 goals, 10 assists).
Colleen Dalon will join Watkins in the
attack. Last season Dalon scored 34
goals and had 15 assists, and exploded
for 10 points in the Tribe's two eminence tournament games.
George Mason University
Coach Amy Umbach
2004 record: 4-3, 7-10

SPORTS

MONDAY, FEB.

CAA: Dukes favored in preseason
polls; Tigers return eight starters
CAA, from page 8

year for the ll^-straight Mason. The Patriots were led
by First Team A1I-CAA and
Second Team All-American
goalkeeper Meg Dentler, who
recorded 224 saves last year.
Offensively, the Patriots will
look to attacker Kristy Manas,
who scored a team-high 24
goals last season. Attackers
Tracy Waterson, Jeannine Ohler
and Sarah Bryant each scored
21 goals last to complete a balanced Patriots' attack.
Towson University
Coach Missy Holmes
2004 record: 6-1,14-4
The Tigers are led by 2004
CAA Coach of the Year Missy
Holmes. Towson set a school
record with 14 wins last season and earned its first trip
to the CAA tournament as a
No. 2 seed. The Tigers return
eight starters, including 2004
First Team All-CAA selection
Becky Trumbo, who scored

45 goals last season. Trumbo
scored multiple goals in 13 of
18 games, including a sevengoal performance against Old
Dominion University.

midfielders Erin Edell, Allison
Lynch and Jenny Diana. As a
freshman, Diana led the team in
scoring with 38 goals last year.
Old Dominion University
Coach Sue Stahl
2004 record: 1-6,5-11

Horstra University
Coach Shelley Klaea-Bawcombe
2004 record: 3-4, 8-8

The Monarchs have a big
hole to fill after losing Suzanne
Wosczyna. Old Dominion's
all-time leading scorer with
240 points. Midfielder Melody
ShotweD scored 57 points last season before going down with an
ACL injury with four games left.

Hofstra returns 23 of 36 letter winners and 10 of 12 starters from last season, including
the 2004 CAA Defensive Player
of the Year Bridget Eder. In
her senior season, Eder leads a
defense that allowed 9.08 goals
per-game last season (No. 18 in
nation) and was No. 11 in the
nation in caused turnovers.

Drexel University
Coach Anna Maria Vesco
2004 record: 1-6,10-7

University of Delaware
Coach Kim Ciarrecca
2004 record: 2-5, 6-10

The Dragons were led by
underclassmen last season.
Sophomore midfielders Emily
Hoesch and Kerry Kelly combined for 98 points during their
freshman year, and midfielder
Colleen Rocks added 37 goals
as a sophomore last year.

The Blue Hens return nine
starters and will be led by firstyear coach Kim Ciarrocca. The
Blue Hens return three secondteam All-CAA selections in

Moccasins walk Dukes fall to
all over Dukes in Lane, UNC-W
Sonic Challenge in heartbreaker
WILMINGTON, N.C — The Dukes lost
to Colonial Athletic Association opponent, the
University of North Caiobiia-WUinington, 57-54
Saturday as guard Halston Lane scored seven of
the Seahawks' 11 points In the last five minutes
of the game.
Lane put Wilmington up for good with 4:10
left with a tfiree-rxxnter making the score 49-48
JMU got within one when junior guard
Jomo Belfor cut the score to 55-54 with 13.7
seconds left to play. The Seahawks then went
up by three on two free throws by T.J. Carter
with 9.9 seconds left.
JMU junior guard John Naparlo missed on a
three-point attempt to fie the game as the buzzer
sounded.
The Dukes led at the half 27-24 and neither
team lead by more than four points the entire
second half.
Sophomore guard Ray Barbosa lead all scorers
with 20 points and hit on three of six three-point
attempts. Sophomore forward Caveil Johnson
posted 16 points for the Dukes and 12 rebounds.

CHATTANOOGA TENN. — In the
UT-Chattanooga Sonic Challenge Saturday,
the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
cruised to a 3-1 win over the Dukes by scoring
in the first inning and then crossing the plate
two more times in the third.
Designated player Ashleigh Bull knocked in
the first run with an RBI single, which brought in
left fielder Jeannie Cochran from second base.
Bull brought in Cochran again in the third with
a single up the middle to put the Moccasins up by
two. Right Fielder Ashlan Clarkson increased the
lead lo 3-0 later in the inning, driving home short stop Tara Tembey with a double.
junior pitcher Bnana Carrera drove in the
only JMU run with a two-out double in the bottom of the sixth, bringing in senior left fielder
Natalie Burd. It was the only threat the Dukes
could mount, as pitcher Brittany Johnson held
JMU to three hits.
Pin II i nil in ii IIIMII|I»1>IIIMIM ■HlaBinnlli 'n
earned runs. The Duke, fell to 5-4 overall
JMUs Sunday double-header against Maftem
Kentucky University at 10 am and a rematch against
Chattanooga at 230 p.m. were cancelled due to ram.
UT-Outtaaaafs
JMU

|MU
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JMU (2-14 CAA, 4-20) — GaMri Ownl C*wO Mvaan 16,
0*m data. |cn» Max 4. Day Bart™ 20, Edd> Gnant-Lor« t
Jota. Napario 6, Chn. Caftan 4 Tot* 1M* 10-14 54 >poH foal
Bartoa. 1 Napario 2. Johnaon

JMU (0-0 CAA, 5-4) — Bnana Carma (L. 2-3) and
AahWe Sdwnk. 2B: Carrara 1.
UT-C (2-*) — Swarlhoul B. B. Johmon (2) (W, 2-1)
and R. Johraon. 2B: Bull darkaon.

UNC-W (12-4 CAA, 174) — HillUli lam ». Barktian
WynoV 5 AaK» Conn*. 7, John CoUabany 12, 6a Spancac 4
T.J. Carts ». Joan* Kk« Taylor lay. Dajm GriaMc VkdMr
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Why Do JMU ffydents Shop at

SOS Advertising?
AH pts JMU purcha VbrtWsll
Will match or beat any price?
-I
Licensed to prim ndemuro

HeflJ
t in town!
last turn around!
the JMU logi

WHERE ARE YOU SHOPPING FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS,

SWEAWANTTMAGNEM

WARE,

cum AND MORE?

Need Some Extra Cash?
TAMES MCHONE
antique

l

jewelry

**

Now Buying Silver and Gold Jewelry
Especially Yurman and Tiffany
(high school rings, etc.) * MUST be 18 w/ two IDs
75 South Court Square Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (540)433-1833

golf club
(not to be confused with)

JMU Chtb Golf
orgs.jmu.edu/clubgolf
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GOALKEEPER: Altig anchors Dukes'
defense in 2005 championship run
GOALKEEPER, from page 8

"When I get scored on, I
mentally challenge my opponent to bring it right back," Arag
said. "1 know they aren't going
to score on me twice in a row."
While Altig admits dealing
with pressure is one of the biggest challenges mat comes with
being me goalie, she knows she
is not alone on the field.
"I know that there are 11
other people on the field doing
their job, and if the ball gets all the
way to me, then I have to step up
and do my part," Ahig said.
Stepping up has never
been an issue with Altig.
"Amy has made the biggest commitment to the team
and to the JMU lacrosse program," Young said. "She

always puts the team before
herself, and has been one of
our great leaders."
Altig said, "Being the goalie
comes with a lot of responsibilibes, and I have learned a tot
about leadership. I've learned
that leadership can come from
the smallest things, and it can
come at any time in any place."
Freshman defender Brooke
Rhodey is just one of the players who appreciate the leadership Altig brings to the team.
"Amy does a lot on and off
the field for the team, and she
is a good motivator," Rhodey
said. "She has taught me where
to be on the field, and she is constantly talking and encouraging
all of us on the field during both
games and at practice."

Behind Albg's goalie mask
is a player filled with confidence
and the desire to better herself
and her team. Her hard work
and dedication has contributed
to the Dukes' success. JMU was
unbreakable in the CAA in 2004,
finishing a perfect 7-0.
"The biggest difference
between JMU lacrosse and other
programs is the unity we have,"
Alfig said. "We are a family;
we're hard-working blue-collar
kids just working to prove that
we're the best We just want to
get out there and play."
"Get out there and play"
isn't the only thing the Dukes
want to do this season — they
want to get out there and
wia and Amy Altig won't be
settling for anything less.

AVENGE: Five Dukes post double-digits
AVENGE, from page 8

complexion of the game.
It allowed us to extend the
lead."
|MU hits the road for its
next game, traveling north to
challenge the Tigers of Towson University in a 7 p.m. tip
at the Towson Center.
vcu
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JMU U>7 CAA, 1M- - Tamera
Young 1). Shirfcy McCall 11. Meredith
Alexis 15, Lesley DfcUneon 16. Andre*
Benvemitti 5. Snarneena Fell* Nina
Uqdah 2. Jaamin Lawrence, Mary Beth
Cufcertaon. Kryatal Brook. 10, April
Cranon. 1iAl« 25-51 19-26 74 3-pomt
goal* Young 2. McCall 2. Benvenuto
VCU (4-11 CAA, S-1M — Maria
Uovannetn 5, Lauren Hogan 16, Knartna Ceanavtchite. Mbrhele Cot*. 7,
LaKea Jones 6. Meagan Evans 7. .Crystal Vaughn a Vcr* Chlatova 3, Miranda
Smith 8, Brittany Plnkney Totab 22-59
12-20 60 3-potnt goab: Ctovamttti. Co•el Evan*. Chlatova

Sophomore guard Lttlay Dickinson dftvas past a VCU
it. Dickinson IMshad with a tama-hlgh 16 points.

THREE-PEAT: Dukes vie for
another CAA conference title
THKEE-rEAT, from page 8

the automatic seed to the
NCAA tournament"
And for Brownridge,
that's where the Dukes
have amends to make.
JMU's 2004 season came
to an abrupt halt when
the Dukes were upset by
the Vanderbilt University
Commodores in the NCAA
quarterfinals.
"I think we looked too
far ahead against Vanderbilt
last
year,"
sophomore
attacker Kelly Berger said.

"The only way you can take
a season is one game at a
time. This year, everyone is
buying in."
Brownridge has already
drawn the line in the sand.
The mission is clear.
"I want to be playing May
22 at the Naval Academy,"
Brownridge said. "I want to
win a national championship."
Step one is winning the
CAA, and as far as Young
is concerned, last season's
loss to Vanderbilt provided

JMU with a motivational
benchmark for the 2005 season. She realizes both the
practicality of winning the
conference and the magnitude of doing it three times
in a row.
"We've created something great here," Young
said. "1 want this team to get
back into the NCAA tournament. 1 want to get back into
that quarterfinal game, win
it and get to the final four.
The three-peat is the first
step toward that."

60MF0P-T AND INSPIRATION 1A-1-H&
ON THe WCfc AT WWW.S?IWTUNJTY.£0M
T0P16S TO eXPLOFt:
Spirituality Wellneee. Self/Identity Pelationfthip*.
Career/Worfcplace, Financial Security Current E-vente
VISIT 6HAT FO0MS
Fritter for ine.piration delivered to four e-mail addreaa
ITS F0F YOU !!!
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Preferred method
off birth control
58.7% - Condoms
57.8% • Pill
12.3%-Abstinence
4.5% -Other:
• NuvaRing
- Rhythm Method
- Norplant
1.14% -Diaphragms
1.7% - Depo-Provera
0.80% - IUD (Intrauterine Device)
0.13%-Foam

58.1% -No
41.8%-Yes

Ever been pregnant?
91.6% - No
5.7% -Yes

Iff yes, what did
you do?
71.4%-Abortion
22.8%-Kept the child
5.7% - Miscarriage

Number off
partners?

78.6% - No
18.8%-Yes

Most prevalent STIs?
4.0% -Chlamydia
3.4% -Herpes
3.25% - HPV
2.9% - Gonorrhea
2.7% -Syphilis
2.7% - Crabs
2.2% -HIV
0.81%-Other

Age you lost your virginity
3.4% -13 or younger
41.6%-14-17
36.4% -18-21
20.3% - Still a virgin
1.4% -Other:
-Ages past 21 (22,23,24)

How many times do you
have sex per week?

* This survey is not a scientific sample
** Some percentages may add up to more than 100%
because more than one option could be chosen

L

\\n* I

Ever tested positive
for an STI?
83.0% - No
16.9%-Yes

57.1%-0-2
26.4% - 3-5
11.5%-6-9
5.8% -10-15
8.1% -16+

Ever taken the
morning after pill?

Last m s«T"S

21,2005110

614 of you
responded to our
online sex survey!
Here are your
results...

Thanks to everyone who logged onto The Breeze's Web site to take part in
our sex survey. Of the people who answered our questions, 288 were seniors,
129 were juniors, 102 were sophomores and 95 were freshmen. Also, of the
614 people, 351 were female and 263 were male.

Have you ever had a
pregnancy scare?

MONDAY, FEB.

40.8%-1-3 times
52.9% -4-7 times
4.4% - 8 or more
KEVAN MAOVER/fntpNtxtflDr
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Romantic comedy progresses without a 'Hitch'

Artist works up solid album
BY LISA GERRY

BY MAYA CANTU

contributing writer

"Hitch"

Starring:
Will Smith, Kevin James.
Eva Mendes
Running time:
115 mins
Rated: PG-13

For all of its comical insights into
a distinctly 2V century dating world,
"Hitch" might have been made in 1945.
The flinty gossip columnist played by
Eva Mendes might have been played by
Katharine Hepburn, and Will Smith's
suave date doctor would have been a
part tailor-made for Cary Grant. These
performances, as well as that of Kevin
James, enliven a film that is both expectedly predictable and surprisingly fresh. Hitch — and for Allegra and Albert?
Alex Hitchens, or Hitch (played by You probably already know the answer
Smith. "I Robot") singed by a fickle "Hitch" is formulaic, and not without
flame in his youth, is a thriving roman- its gaps in logic — why doesn't Sara
tic guru who wants other men to avoid ever think to ask Hitch what kind of
his early mistakes. Enter Albert (Kevin "consulting" he does? Yet, the film conJames, "The King of Queens") — a tains equal doses of witty repartee and
bumbling everyman who has fallen in genuine emotion. If "Hitch" doesn't
love with Allegra Cole (Amber Valletta, avert the potholes of romantic comedy
"What Lies Beneath"), an heiress whose • .invention, its wit and charm often
cheekbones are as impressive as her allows the film to find a pleasing cruise
name. Hitch likens Albert to the Sistine control after it drives out ol them. The
Chapel, and he serves as Michelangelo subplot of Albert's and Allegra's frogin the creation of a new man. Soon, to-prince romance verges on male wish
Hitch himself is enamored with a gos- fulfillment, but the film avoids sexism.
sip columnist ice queen named Sara In fact, it condemns the sleazeballs who
(Eva Mendes, "Stuck On You"), who prey on Manhattan hotties. and Hitch
previously has dismissed love as merely is not friendly to one who has tried to
tabloid fodder. The traditional compli- enlist his help.
cations ensue when Sara learns Hitch's
The direction of Andy Tennant
identity, and also questions his role in ("Sweet Home Alabama") is uninspired
the heartache of her best friend.
but solid — Tennant didn't go above
Will love conquer all for Sara and and beyond the normal romantic com-

edy conventions, and he replaced verbal wit with slapstick comedy. Kevin
Bisch's screenplay is varied — there
are some clever and funny gems mixed
in with sentimental cliches, and if his
characters are never fully three-dimensional, they still possess inner lives.
"Hitch" owes a good deal of its success to* its performances. Smith finds the
right balance of assured charisma and
vulnerability; his battering down of Sara's
emotional defenses is completely viable.
James is a hilarious physical comedian;
his cringe-inducing white boy dance has
been seen before, but he makes it seem
fresh. As Sara, Mendes is appealing (and
gorgeous). If she doesn't always channel
the underlying pain and tear of her character she nails the brittleness and anger.
The film makes it clear that romantic
formulas are not fail safe. If "Hitch" is
overly reliant on formula, it is nevertheless
an engaging romantic comedy that would
have done Grant and Hepburn proud.
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senior writer
Budding artist Dave Barnes offers a smorgasbord of musical
styles with his first full-length CD, "Brother, Bring the Sun."
Barnes's eclectic opening track "Crazyboutya" is reminiscent of
Lyle Lovett and his soulful, jazzy, country-esque melodies.
Barnes's voice is consistently smooth and somewhat sexy as he
croons about love, faith and angst. This is Barnes' first time recording accompanied by a hill band. The instruments echo the versatility that Barnes illustrates throughout the 11 songs on his album.
Barnes is a 25-year-old from Kosciusko, Miss. He now is
based out of Nashville, and writes virtually all of his own music.
Barnes has been touring for years, but his latest endeavor,
"Brother, Bring the Sun," will take him out on the road again
this year to tour in support of the CD.
The often mellow and seductive tunes are created by the strong
vocals and unique musical arrangement. "Brother, Bring the Sun"
would be a perfect companion to putzing around on a commitment-free day, or a sultry addition to a romantic rendezvous.
Upon listening to Barnes' beautiful closing track. "CYI a Night
Like This," the listener may feel the closest to Barnes than they had
throughout the CD. The song was stripped down to a piano, cello
and his dynamic voice. The song is less than two minutes, and yet
its honesty and simplicity is both haunting and intriguing.
The one qualm about the CD is that throughout the album,
one may get the impression that Barnes is playing it safe.
Lyrically and vocally, one is left thinking he is holding back. His
vocal talent and strong band have produced a very solid album
However, I think with Barnes the best is yet to come
The connection between artist and listener is made when one
or the other is left feeling somewhat vulnerable and exposed. I
certainly will be keeping an eye out for this talented musician,
as when he does take some chances, tapping into his own truth
and vulnerability — success and greatness will surely ensue.
Barnes will be making a stop at JMU, Thursday Feb. 24. He
will be playing at TDU at 11 p.m. Admission is free.

Classifieds
BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD See our
sales aectkal los accoc greal student rent•I ptamtm. Let your parrots benefit
while you gel to make ihe rule* Owner
financial available wwtv.castlepropeny
com (940) 564-2639

HOMES FC

HAVE A OREAT SPRING SEMESTER 4 fun F looking for M/F in Hunters
Rider Ar« for Srmnj Son $290 » Utili«i««I Contact Andres (804) 339-1299

LOOKING TO SUBLEASE YOUR

EVER WANT TO UVE in s Viclonu mansion? How shout enjoying a
270 square-foot bedroom? Live like a
king or queen but pay less thsn apartment dwellers. wwwcastlepropertyxom
(540)564-2639
THREE BEDROOM 2 1/2 BATH.
University Court. $270 Each Large
rooms. Available August. 433-2221
STUDENTFRIENDLYHOUSESE Elizabeth. W Water. 3-4 bedrooms. I79-9947
TOWNHOUSE RENTAL 1214 Forrest Hill 3 bedroom 2 1/2 baths
walk to fMU 900 lease/deposit Fireplace Hess * Miller (540) 434-7383
OLD S. HIGH. 5 bedroom. 2 bath. 1.5
kitchen. 0.5 miles from campus. Washer/
Dryer. Hard Wood Floors. PorchJLPano.
Off Street Parking, available MS.
$27Vrnomh per person. (540) 421-5516
I BLOCK FROM fMU 55B W Fairview. adjacent to Harrison. 2bedroom.
560/mo,
year/leaae-deposit-Augusl.
AC/DSL. deck. yard. (540) 4334)984
FOREST HILLS TOWNHOUSE from
lune I. 20OS until May 31. 2006. 5
Bedrooms. 2 1/2 Baths.
SI.6007
month Call oners (703) 820-2919.
ATTENTION rassgaoni, academic or social orgam/atioaa. Looking for a great
house? We have several choices for your
group. From 4-9 bedrooms, large rooms,
yards and porches, basement-meeting
rams, allow pels and have individual leases and utilities, www.cojrtejwoperry.com
(540) 564-2659

FOR RE
DONT SPEND TIME
for landlord information'
jority of 1MU bousing is
place. IMUoftcampus.com
PAST and ACCURATE
nouses, lownhouses and

THREE BEDROOM TWO BATH.
Petto.
Washer/Dryer.
Uruvenily
Place AvaiUble funny 1. 433-2221

LOOKING
The maall in one
is FREE,
listing of
apartment*

APARTMENT FOR

MAY

OR

SUMMER SESSION?

Place an ad in
The Breeze Gassifieds!
It's quick, easy and
inexpensive!
Visit
www.lhebreeze.org/classifieds
HUNTER'S
RIDGE
TOWNHOUSE J749 WOW! 1303 Brad
ley Drive 4 Bedrooms, 2 Baths.
23. or 4 nudes*! 540 434-5190
SUBLET
ROOM
AT
SUNCHASE Apartments through August. 3007 mo obo. (434) 971-1230
APARTMENTS
wtmi/bimdlliUjtel

FOR
(540)

RENT
433-7325

LAROE 1 BR Convenient Location.
Available 7/1 or 8/17, Good Condition.
AC. No Pets. $390, (540) 433-1569
ALMOST NEW, LARGE I BR Great
Condition and I oration, All Appliances, AC. Available 8/17. No
Pels. $450 -$525. (540) 433-1569
Townhouse for rent # Hunter's
Ridge 4 Bedrooms, Washer and dryer. Spa. Walking distance to fMU
$300.00 a month per person Call
1540) 810-2191 or (540) 298-2716
5 BEDROOM. 3 BATHROOM TOWHOUSE Ml. View Drive. All appliances, $1250 per month. Close to campus. Call foe Miller (340) 4334236
LtxiKINU II* A SUBLETTER in
SunChase for 03-06 school year. Also
looking for a sublcttcr in Soulhview
for Summer 09. Call (434) 401-3323

THE BEEEZE

FOR RENT ART STUDIO FOR 1-2
artists Keezell Bldg (940) 433-T323

SCNMKB

$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER Schedasstyf Bonua - 4 hours of your group's
tame PLUS our free (yes. free) fund
ratting anhitiona EQUALS $1,000$2,000 in earnings for your group
Call TODAY for a $600 bonus when
you schedule your non-sales fundraiser with CampusFundrsiser. Contact
CainpusFundnuser, (888) 923-3238.
or viail www.ampustunaialser.com

Jon

MnMaintten River Adrtntirrs. lax.
DOWNTOWN 73A East Market,
2 bedroom. 490/nso, deposit year/
lease-August, includes utilities, DSL/
wired, nice deck. (540) 433-0984
FOR RENT An studio for 1-2 artsftt. Keezell Bldg. (540) 433-7325
JMIiOfffAMI-US.COM is the most
complete source of student properties. Free, fast and no login required. Why give YOUR personal
info when all you want to housing
information''
JMUoffcmnpu.com

MRA to seeking 5-7 men 1
for full-time summer nrmloymetit.
MKA provides canoeing, kayaking.
rafting, river rubing, bus lours and
Rock climbing auveniatea.

lUNIORS' HAVE GOOD GRADES?
Have you been a campus leader?
Want a shot at a $2,000 scholarship to

Employees must be motivated,
enthusiastic, self managed, and
have a good driving record.

use for your senior year? Check out
http://www.jmu.edu/finaidlscholarshiptlwmjibraryldintledine_app4hc.

MRA Is located across from
Massanutten Resort
CHEVY TRACKER 2002 4i4 Stpeed
Silver convertible. 24.000 miles good
gaa mileage. Retaill0.000. sell $8800.
810-3346

Applications

289-4066
wwmC4NOB4U.com
A4*slamittenKtver@Aol.cam

ATTENTION- Summer Camp Counselors Wuted - ACAC Fitneat and
Wellneu Centers in Chatloftesville,
Virginia is seeking contained Summer Camp Counselors from lune 6th
through August 26th. 2003. Ban from
$7 - $9.90 per boar, depending on experience. If you are creative, doling and
energued. ACAC has u octpornnity
for you. Full-time with benefits! Applications cu be found on our webeile at
www.ococ.com. Please forward to
ACAC Human Reeources, 500 Albemarle Square. CTiarlottesville. VA 22901.
IIFFGUARDS/POOI. MANAGERS'
Now hiring for summer 2009 NoVa
areas! Competitive Pay! Call now or
visit webeile! wwwfrtmur4ll.com
l-877-SEE-POOL
(703)
426-1406
CAMP TAKAfO FOR BOYS. NAPLES. Msine Tnpp Lake Camp for
Gtrts. Poland, Maine. Picturesque lakefront locations, exceptional facilities.
Mid-June thru mad-August Over 100
counselor positions in tennis, swimming, land sports, water sports, tnppusg,
outdoor skills, theatre alts, fine ana. music, nature study, nanny, secretarial. Call
Tnlajo at 800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
at 8110-9074147 Or apply on-line at
www.askajo.coin
or
w w w. 1 r 1 p p I a k e c a m p com

due

on

3»I*M.

WANT TO CUT YOUR HOUSLNO
COSTS while at fMU? Buy a house
here with your parents! Gel roommates to pay moat of your rent, while

Make $75 taking surveys
*»■»■ Getl-a1dT0Thtnk.com
BARTENDING!
$230/day
Potential No experience necessary Training provided. (800) 965-6520 E>t2l2
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CHANELLO'S PEZA Phone operator/
pizza makers wsnted. Fast-paced, fan
work environment Need a ride so work?
We will pick you up' Must be svailable
Pn or Sat night Must be able to work
LATE (open until 4am). Pan time available Great pay and food dsecounts.
PLEASE DO NOT CALL STORE TO
APPLY can 271-0632. ask for p*
CHANELLO'S PIZZA Delivery Dri».
en Needed. Must have own car with
clean driving record and insurance
Flexible scheduling to work around
class
times. PART-TIME WORK
AVAILABLE. Must be available to
close either Fri or Sat. (closing time:
4am) CASH PAID DAILY1! Drivers
average over $100 per thin. TO APPLY CALL 2714)632. ASK POR PAT
SPRING
BREAK
CMLDCARE
NEEDED IMU prof family needs help
with child care, bouse, iramportation.
A cooking March 5-10, mostly aflernoons/evenings.
Musi have experience and references and like children.
Serious inquiries only Call 433-1563.
Waitresses Needed day and evening
shifts Apply at less' Lunch #2 East
Market St

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CRUISE 5 Days $299! Includes
Meals, Panics with Celebrities As
Seen On Real World. Road Rules.
Bachelor! Award Winning Cornpuy'
SpringBreakTravel.com
(800) 678-6386
II SPRING
BREAK
VACATTONS! Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco. Bahamas, at Florida! Beat
Parties, Best Hotels, Best Prices!
Book
Now!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.riul7rjjriimmerroMrs.coM
SPRING
BREAK
SPECIALS!
Panama Cily A Daytona 7 Nights.
6 Free Panics $159! Cancun, Jamaica. Acapulco. Nassau $499 Including Air! Bahamas Cruise $299!
Sprinrlreaklravelcom (800)678-6386

you build equity and your parents
write off interest 3% down paymonta
available. Sound good? Call Don
Earmu at CTX Mortgage 54075640202 or 888/9564433 toll free.
LOST
AND
bag something?
fMU

Lost

and

FOUND
MiesCheck out the
Pound

website:

http:llweb.jmu.edu/lostaKdfound

TRAVEL
#1
NAOS
HEAD
STUDENT
SUMMER
Rentals,
seabreezereattycora for pictures. 252-233-6328

Rates:
$5 for the first 10 words
$3 for each additional 10 words
Boxed ads are $10 per inch
Deadlines:
Monday issue- Friday 9 noon
Thursday issue- Tuesday ® noon

Payment:

SPRING
BREAK!
Bahamas Party

Cruise $299
Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
* Pncm On Sontg B.*»* GUAHU.THD

SKYDIVB! One day (rat Tandem
jumps from 13.500' from our 22
jumper aircraft. Gift Certificates'
877-DIVESKY
(877-348-37991

Breeze
Classified
Advertising

mtm'tmiHr OmmmM'h>.Hirimi»U. tWp

'.XpilniBrtflkTravtl.com

1-800-678-6386

Ads must be paid for in
advance through the website
(wwHihebreezeurofciassijiedii
or at the Breeze office.
Wt accept oath, check. Masiercard. Visa, American Express
and Discover
•All ads must he e-mailed hi or
entered on the website. No ads
wttl be taken over Ihe phone*
5*8-4127
www.lhibreeze.org
lhe_brteze9jmu.edu

www.thebreeze.org
How
do you get

1
<*»

Hiring for Summer and/or Fall in the following areas:
Marketing, Equipment Center, Maintenance, Aquatics & Safety,
Member Services, Fitness & Nutrition, Computing, Intramurals,
Youth Camps, Adventure, Group Fitness, and Office Assistance

UNIV(B»I'Y ft I CREATION

Check website for job descriptions
www.jmu.edu/recreation

Start Here*

UREC Job Fair
Tuesday, Feb. 22

5:00-7:00pm

In the UREC Atrium
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Audiences will participate in play
BY AMY PATERSON

AMY PATERSC**)*** astor
ROM Bud, played by Junior Mich**. Mllam (Mt) and Edwin Orood, played by
Junior Lyndaay Cola (right) »*• aetora ptaytnc aa actor, piaytru. a* charactara
In THs Myatary of Edwin Drood."

senior writer
If you can't sit quietly during plays and continually
annoy your neighbors at movies, "The Mystery of
Edwin Drood" may be the play for you to see.
Set to debut Feb. 22 in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.the play loosely is based on an unfinished
Charles Dickens mystery novel The play allows
the audience to choose the ending through a series
of "unique voting events amid cheers, boos and
hisses," according to the theatre and dance department. In other words, the audience helps decide the
ending through their responses.
For the cast, the level of interaction will depend on
the audience.
"If I could say one thing to the people planning
to see the show, I would say expect to personally
meet and interact with all the actors," said junior
James Myers, who plays a British actor playing John
Jasper, an evil choirmaster.
The play portrays a Victorian variety troupe
in 1982 producing its own version of the Dickens
story. The musical begins as a wealthy young man,
Edwin Drood, disappears on Christmas Eve. The
outcome of this whodunnit play depends on the
responses of the audience.
The play involves the collaboration of more
than 100 JMU students and faculty, including
26 cast members, from the theatre and dance
department and the music department, a 14-piece
orchestra and an $11,500 budget for things like the
set, costumes and royalties.
"The process starts at the end of the previous
year when we pick the show," director Dr. Norman
Hart said. The process involves talent auditions,
production meetings, costuming, technical aspects
and about 150 hours of rehearsal
Cast members rehearse more than 17 hours

each week, as well as spend extra time on rehearsals, practicing lines on their own and receiving
coaching and costuming.
"The difficult part of being a full-time student and
being involved in such a production means you are
always short on personal rehearsal time," Myers said.
Myers enjoys portraying his character in the
play. "With a character like Jasper, you have the
opportunity to say and do all the things you'd love
to do in real life, but perhaps would not be appropriate," Myers said.
The cast of "The Mystery of Edwin Drood" spends
a substantial amount of time preparing for the production — but so does the orchestra.
The orchestra practices twice a week for an hour and
15 minutes, said conductor Michael Gerdes. Orchestra
members practice twice with the entire cast though
individual actors come in to practice solos at other times.
"[Our orchestra tries] to mix everybody together
from the beginning," though it is difficult to have
the orchestra and actors rehearsing separately,
Gerdes said.
Putting all of the elements in the play also is
tricky for the cast. "When we are first learning our
lines and stepping into our characters, we tend to
rehearse scenes one at a time, which can make it
difficult to figure out at first where your scene is
in the context of the entire show," Myers said. Tht
show begins to take shape once all the scenes have
been thoroughly rehearsed — which is an "exciting
experience," said Myers.
The principle cast members are sophomore
Matthew Dure as the Chairman, junior Lyndsey
Cole as Edwin Drood, James Myers as John Jasper
and junior Michele Milam as Rosa Bud.
"The Mystery of Edwin Drood" will show in
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre at Duke Hall Feb. 22 to 26 at
8 p.m. and Feb. 27 at 2 p.m. Tickets are available at the
JMU Masterpiece Season box office.

'Eternal Sunshine.' 'Sideways' win
Annual Writers Guild Awards
"Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind," a quirky love story about two
people trying to erase their memories of
each other, won best original screenplay
Saturday night at the 57th Annual Writers
Guild Awards.
The screenplay was written by Charlie
Kaufman from a story by Kaufman, Michel Gondry and Pierre Bismuth. The film
starred Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet.
Best adapted screenplay went to "Sideways," the road trip romp through southern California wine country that charmed
critics and audiences alike. The screenplay by Alexander Payne and Jim Taylor
was based on Rex Pickett's novel.
"Eternal Sunshine" beat out screenwriter John Logan for the Howard Hughes

'

film biography "The Aviator"; Zach Braff
for the romance "Garden State"; Keir
Pearson and Terry George for "Hotel
Rwanda," based on a true story amid the
1994 Rwandan genocide and Bill Condon
for "Kinsey," a film biography of sexuality researcher Alfred Kinsey.
In other awards, Tony Kushner's
"Angels in America" won long-form
adapted writing for television for kushner's HBO teleplay, which was based on
his play. The long-form original writing
award went to Peter Silverman and Robert Caswell for HBO's "Something the
Lord Made."
Winners were announced in ceremonies
held in Beverly Hills and New York.
— TV Associated Press

Thursday, February, 24th
£&e Center Ballroom
9am.-lV.30Wn.
goal in mind: to select STUU*
♦business attire

IAVIOI

I!

Every week, we interview a
random student at JMU to be
featured in our new JMYou
profile. Although the questions
stay the same, you never know
what the answers may be. Every Thursday, JMYou runs on
the Web. Check out www.thebreeze.org to see a familiar
face or to meet a stranger.

Dress simply, creatively for business
Listen up seniors — the time is almost
here when interviews start popping up for
jobs, internships, grad schools or wherever
the wind may blow you after graduation. This
transitional time easily can be stressful without additional wardrobe worries.
The first rule in business attire is simplicity. Steer clear of anything tacky or tasteless
— '70s polyester tracksuits come to mind.
Tasteless, mile-high cleavage worked for Erin
Brockovich, but breast-baring attire doesn't
work in the professional arena. Leave your
hoochie-mama tops for Highlawn Pavilion.
The best pieces for ladies to purchase are a
suit jacket pants and a knee-length pencil skirt
Find pieces that fit you perfectly. Anything too
tight or baggy immediately gives the wrong
impression. A wool blend is a nice choice for
girls and guys. Guys tend to prefer black, navy
blur or grey suits, while black and grey also are
great choices for ladies.
Add some flair by pairing a variety of colored
shirts underneath suits. Guys, try striped shirts
or something in a bright color like turquoise. Ties
also are fun to experiment with, as long as they
coordinate with the shirt and are the right length
— ties should hit right above the belt Or channel
Jude Law and Leonardo DiCaprio \n a simple
black suit, black tie and white shirt Ladies, try a
satin or floral top under a suit to add a touch of
femininity. Solid tank tops also are dasay under
streamlined blazers — try a vivid color like pink
Interchange between pants and a skirt for two
completely different looks.
As for the shoes, leave your old, •ersafy

Written by
Erin Lee

pair at home Professor Mark Warner said
shlned shoes make a solid first impression at
an interview. Suck it up, and invest in a highquality pair. Ladies, black high-heel pumps
never go out of style. Men, remember leather
loafers and Oxfords are classics.
When it comes to letting personal style shine
through, accessories are the way to go. Wear
a favorite pair of earrings or necklace with an
outfit as long as they're not gaudy. Keep accessories to a minimum — don't wear a ring on
every finger, a couple of bracelets, a necklace
and big earrings. Just pick one or two. Guys,
cuff links are great for accessorizing suits.
Hair should be wom in a no-fuss, simple
style. Sleek low ponytails and hair worn neatly
down are winning choices. Guys should stay
away from overly gelled or spiked styles.
When your big interview day rolls around,
be sure to put careful thought into whet you
wear. You never know when you tflaht stand
apart from the rest due to your styjaaSi and
i
smart business apparel.

I
Is your resume ready? Are your networking
and interviewing skills up to par? Visit the JMU
Academic Advising/Career Development
page and be prepared to make the most
of this great eventl
www.Jmu.edu/aacd
Go to www.Jmu.sdu/intamfalr for a Us! of past participants

K

The JMU Internship Fair is open to aH JMU students
regardless of their major or career Interests.

Tr* Coasts of BISIM
Academic AdvMng a
Carver Davstopawnt
WkonMI
For Mo contact
Amy S«rKiy Inch

The most convt.r*nt thing sine th. TV
Advwtiung with Th. BfMZ.

*
•y^ 540-56M127 . wwwttwrxMz.org ♦ trw_braueOimu.edu •&£

